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Abstract
The generalized linear model (GUd) is a class of ,·ersatile models suitable for for
se,·eral types of dependent ,·ariables. GLMs are commonly used to model maturit~·
data. Generalized linear mixed models (GLMM) are a useful extension of the GLl\1
with the addition of random effects. GLMMs have previously been used to impron>
the estimates of the maturities and provide better predictions of maturities in the neal
future. Dowden (2007) u ed GLMMs to model a Atlantic cod maturity data set. Ilis
research found that GLMMs improved maturity estimates and forecast accuracy over
the GLM commonly used. The results also revealed potential year effects in the cod
data. This may be due to actual year effects or some other source such as sampling
error. In general it is unknown whether year effects are present in a data set. In
this practicum we first pro,·ide an overview of Dowden's results. Then we conduct a
simulation study to investigate which GL 11M provides the most accurate estimates of
the simulated maturities and parameters under a range of simulation factors includiug
the presence of year effects. The two GLMMs used to model the simulated data are
an autoregressi,·e (AR) mixed model and a AR mixed effects model ,vith random
year effects (AR YE). In this research we find the AR YE model appears to be morC'
appropriate than the AR model when the presence of year effects are unknO\I"II. The
AR YE model's estimates are similar or better than the AR model's and it also tC'uds
to be either as efficient or more efficient depending on the presence or size of the year
effects.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Fisheries management is concerned with making regulatory decisions that ensures
sustainable production from the fish stock while promoting the economic and social
well-being of fishermen and industries. They make decisions on how much to develop
the fishery, the limits on the locations and times where fishing will take place as well
as the size and number of fish that are allowed to be caught. The success of the fishery
depends on the health of the stock and thus management must take this into account
along with the effect that their decisions will have on the stock (Gulland, 1983).
Stock assessment uses information on the past and current status (size, age-
structure, etc) of a fish stock in the construction of quantitative statistical and math-
ematical models to mak~ the best predictions possible about the alternative man-
agement choices. This provides information to help make reasoned policies for the
present and, as more data becomes available, help refine or modify these decisions.
For instance, stock assessment can be used to calculate that by avoiding catching
fish below a certain size a fish stock suffering from growth overfishing can recover
while increasing the total catch weight (Gulland, 1983). Different management ap-
proaches may achieve the same biological yield and these choices often involve a trade
of!" between the average yield and the variability of yield. Stock assessment is used to
provide estimates of the nature of this trade off (Hilborn et. al. 1992).
Fisheries go through stages of development and the role of stock assessment
changes with each stage. Early in the development of a fishery, usually not much
is known about the fish stock such as the size of the stock and the natural life span
of the fish. The role of stock assessment here is to provide rough initial estimates on
the distribution, size and productivity of the stock as well as help develop monitoring
requirements to provide better assessments in later stages of the development of the
fishery. As development proceeds, the data updates and provides feedback on the
population parameters management uses in the decision process, and through regula!
assessments it could possibly provide early warning of overfishing. When the fishery
is fully developed, it can be used to search for better policy options by providing Fl
framework of calculations for fish growth, movement, mortality, and vulnerability to
fishing. It may also be used to determine if the current catch and effort statistics arc
likely to give a misleading picture of the trends and health of the stock and if a more
systematic sampling program would be worth while. At this stage, the stock some-
times has been over fished and would need to go through a period of rehabilitation.
Management may then decide to use tough policies which reduce the amount of fish
being caught. Here stock assessment is used to estimate how long the rebuilding would
take under difl"erent amounts of reduction. Another way management may decide to
rebuild the stock is through technologies such as fish hatcheries. Stock assessment is
then used to help measure if the process is working or if it is having deleterious side
eff'ects on the stock or on other fish stocks. (Hilborn et. al. 1992)
A common measure of the productive potential of a fish stock is spawning stock
biomass (SS13). It is the total weight of the mature component of a stock, calculated as
the product of biomass-at-age and proportion mature-at-age (i.e. maturities) summed
over all ages in the stock. It is important to have good estimates of maturities to
produce good estimates of SSI3's. The age at maturity is an important life history
characteristic in stock assessment; it may be an indicator of stress. A lowering in the
age at maturity is sometimes associated with a reduction in the population size 01
higher mortality rates. Thus good estimates of maturity are important for successful
management of the stock as changes in maturation affects the productivity of the
stock and amount of fish that can be harvested without affecting the standing stock
size for future years.
Data on l\'orth Atlantic cod in l\'orthwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (l\'AFO)
subdivision 3Ps were collected during annual research vessel trawl surveys conducted
by Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO). The data were collected using a length strat-
ified sampling scheme (Doubleday 1981). During 1960 to 2005 a total of 25,810 cod
were collected, of which 13,535 where female. The ages of the fish were also deter-
mined by counting annual growth increments in small ear bones called otoliths. Due
to sex-specific differences in maturation, males and females were treated separately
and for the purposes of this practicum only females were used in the analysis. These
data were summarized into the annual proportion mature and total number examined
at ages 1 to 14.
A cohort model is used to model the 3Ps cod maturity data. A cohort is a group
of individuals with the same birth year. Generalized linear models (GLMs), and in
particular logistic regression models, are commonly used to model the relationship
between the proportion mature and age in a cohort. A problem with this approach
is that data are accumulated annually for recent cohorts, and when this data is in-
eluded in the estimation of the cohort model then the resulting maturities may change
considerably. If the changes are large then this can lead to retrospective \,(lriation in
SSI3 estimates and this can undermine the credibility of advice. For example, it may
happen that in 2008 the estimated proportion mature at age;) in 2008 could be quite
different than the proportion mature at age;) in 2008 estimated in 2009 because of
the addition of new data collected in 2009. This would lead to a difl'erence in the
estimate of SSB for 2008 made in estimation year 2008 compared to the estimate
of SSB for 2008 made in estimation year 2009. This can create much havoc in the
advisory process. It is highly desirable to use cohort models that provide accurate
and precise estimates that do not produce large retrospective difl'erences in maturity
estimates - and consequently SSB estimates.
In retrospective analysis the data after a specified year are dropped from the
model and maturities are forecast.ed. Then the data from the first year dropped are
added back into the model and the maturities are forecasted again. This is done
repeatedly until the full data set is used in the model. Retrospective variance is the
change in the forecasted maturities as new data is added to the model. We show that
generalized linear mixed models (GLMM; see Section 1.1) can reduce the retrospective
variance and improve short-term forecasts of maturities compared to t.he commonly
used GLM logistic regression models. Short-term (e.g. 3 years) forecasts of maturities
are routinely provided in st.ock assessments to use when forecasting stock statlls in
response to proposed fishery management actions.
GLMMs have been previously used to improve estimates of the maturities (i.e.
proportion mature at age) and provide predict.ions of maturities in the near future.
In these models, the proportion mature is considered to be an increasing function of
age, which is the regression covariate. The funct.ional relationship is modeled sepa-
rately for each cohort.. Dowden (2007) studied maturity models that include fixed
effects components where the parameters were unknown constants to be estimated,
and random eff'ects components where parameters were treated as random variables
Dowden investigated t.he use of GLMMs to improve maturity estimates and forecasted
maturities. He found that GLMMs provided better inferences than GLMs for mod-
eling maturities in Atlantic cod stocks. GLMMs fit the data better for the majority
of observations and improved maturity estimates and forecast accuracy. An overview
of' Dowden's results is provided in Chapters 2 and 3. While forecast accuracies were
improved with the use of GLMMs, retrospective variation can still be large. I will
conduct a simulation study using two GLMMs with the best results when applied to
the 3Ps data. I will investigate which GLMM has the most accurate estimates of' tIl('
simulated maturities and parameters under a range of' simulation factors.
1.1 The Generalized Linear Mixed Model
Two types of models are briefly reviewed in this section. The first is the gelleralized
linear model (GLM). The second is the generalized linear mixed model (GLMM),
which is an extension of GLM.
A GLM consists of three components (Dobson, 1990). The first component is a
set of independent random response variables, denoted as Y = (VI.. , YII)' Each Vi
is assumed to depend on a single parameter T/i and share the same distribution from
the exponential family. A distribution belongs to the exponential family if it call be
written in the form
f (yl1J) = exp [a (y) b ('I)) + C (17) + d (y)] (1.1)
where V depends on a single parameter 'iI. Many distributions such as the 1\'onl1al,
Poisson and l3inomial belong to the exponential family. The distribution (??) is ill
canonical form if a (y) = y. Therefore the distribution of' )~ can be written as
f (yd1)i) = e.Tp [Yib; (17,) + Cj (1);) + d, (Yi)] (1.2)
The second component of a GLM is the linear predictor
1) = X(J (1.3)
where (J is a px 1 vector of unknown parameters and X is the matrix of the explanatory
variables. X = [x~, ... ,x~]' is a n x p matrix. This linear predictor, 1], is equal to a
monotone, differentiable link function of the expected value of Y;,
(1.4)
which is the third component of the GLM, where E (Yi ) = g-I (x;(J) = /-ii and g-I C)
is the inverse of the link function gC).
GLMMs are widely used in ecological applications and in other areas. This model
extends GLM by adding random effects to the linear predictor (e.g. Dolker et.al.,
2008). GLMlVIs are useful for accommodating overdispersion in count data based 011
binomial, negative binomial or Poisson distributions, and accounting for the depen-
dence among the response variables which is inherent in longitudinal data. A GLlVIM
consists of a response variable Y = (YI , ... , Yn ) with explanatory variables associated
with the fixed and random effects, vectors x, and Zi respectively. Let X = [Xii' ,x",]',
and Z = [z~,. ., z~]' In this model the linear predictor becomes
T/=X(J+ZfJ (1.5)
where fJ is an q x 1 vector of random effects parameters and Z is all n x q rnatrix of
explanatory variables. X and (J are defined as in (??) .. 1] is equal to a differentiable
monotonic link function g(-) such that
g(J-l) = X(3 + Z8
Given 8, the conditional mean is given by
E(YI8) = g-'(X(3 + Z8)
(J.6)
(J.7)
where g-I(-) is the inverse link function. The random effects 8 are assumed to have
a multivariate normal distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix D = D(e),
where e is an unknown vector of variance parameters (Breslow et.aL, 1993). The data
vector y can be written as
(1.8)
where e is a vector of unobserved errors. Given J-l, e has mean E(elp,) = 0 and
(1.9)
where R,I!2 is a diagonal matrix containing evaluations at p, of a known variance
function for the GLMM and R is a variance-covariance matrix of unknowns (Wolfinger
and O'Connell, 1993)
1.1.1 Estimation Methods for the Generalized Linear Mixed
Models
GLMM parameters (3 and e can be estimated using the ML approach, in which the
values of these parameters are chosen to maximize the likelihood. The likelihood
function L ((3, ely) is the same as the joint probability density function f (yl(3, e) but
with a shift of emphasis to the parameters 13 and ewith the response variables y fixed.
The likelihood is based on the marginal distribution of Y,
where the vector 0 ~ .fo (0) with E (0) = 0 and var (0) = D. For the models in
this practicum, Is (0) is normal with mean 0 and variance D. The likelihood must be
integrated over all possible values of the random effects. The ML estimating equations
(i.e. score equations) come from taking the log of equation (??) and differentiating
the log likelihood with respect to 13 and e. The MLEs are the zero-root of the score
function.
The lVIL estimators of the variance components do not take into account the loss
in degrees of freedom from estimating the fixed effects. The restricted maximum like-
lihood (REML) method is a modification of ML that takes the degrees of freedom
for the fixed eff·ects into account when estimating the variance components. 13 is not
involved in the REML estimates, as a result the variance components estimates are
unaltered by a change in the value of 13 with X unchanged. The REML estimators
are also less sensitive to outliers in the data than MLEs (McCulloch et al., 2008). For
linear mixed models, the variance components are estimated from linear combinations
of the data, K'y, that do not involve 13. K' is chosen to have as many linearly inde-
pendent rows as possible satisfying K'X = 0 and then maximum likelihood is based
on K'y (lVlcCulloch et. al., 2008). For nonlinear mixed models, REML estimates
are more complex. The normality assumption on the random effects for linear mixed
models yields a closed-form expression for the marginal likelihood, while the same as-
sumption for a nonlinear mixed model leads to a computationally intensive likelihood
involving multi-dimensional integration. Lindstrom and Dates (1990) have proposed a
linear mixed-effects (LME) approximation to REML for nonlinear mixed models. 1\'oh
and Lee (2008) have modified the REML procedure of linear mixed models to obtain
hierarchical-likelihood estimators for nonlinear mixed models. \I\'hen GLMMs have
large numbers of random effects, the calculations may be slow or infeasible. Other
methods such as the penalized quasi-likelihood, Laplace approximation and Gauss-
Hermite quadrature have been developed to solve this problem by approximating the
likelihood (Bolker et.al., 2008).
Penalized quasi-likelihood (PQL) is one of the simplest and most widely uSl'd
methods to estimate the parameters of a GLMM. PQL uses a quasi-likelihood rather
than a true likelihood. PQL starts with a first order Taylor's approximation of the
mean function about the cmrent estimate of fl and the prediction of the random eA·ects
15. We can write Y = JL + E: where E: = Y - /1.. A first-order Taylor's approximation of
/l = /1. (1)) = /l {1) (fl, (5)} about the current estimate of fl and prediction of 15 (denotl'd
as 13 and J) is, using the chain rule,
Recall that T} = Xfl + ZI5 so
ch)~~: (5) = X and aT}i:: (5) = Z.
l\ote that
Diag {a~~1))} = Va,r·(YII5) = V.
Let Ii denote the evaluation of V at (13, h The Taylor's approximation of /1 can be
written as
/l = jj + VX (fl - 13) + VZ (15 - J) ,
and the approximation of the mean function leads to
Y = jj + VX (13 - ~) + VZ (15 - J) + c
Subtracting p, from both sides of this equation, and then multiplying by V-I yields
V-I (Y - jj) = X (13 -~) + Z (15 - J) + V-Ic;
hence
V-I (Y - jj) + X~ + zJ = XI3 + Zb + V-I c
Define the adjusted dependent variable (e.g. McCullagh and Kelder, 1989) as
and the standardized residual as Cs = V- I /2c. The Taylor's approximation can be
written in a standard linear mixed-model form,
Y = XI3 + Zb + V- I/ 2cs
where E (Y) = XI3 and, ignoring the variability in V, Cov (Y) = ZDZ' + V-I.
PQL involves a double iterative process in which a linear mixed nlOdel is used
to estimate the mean parameters 13 and the random effect variance parameters 0,
and then the random effects are predicted usually as best linear unbiased estimators
based on the current estimates of 13 and D. These current estimates are then used
to update V and Y and the procedure is iterated until convergence. The procedure
is doubly iterative because estimation of the linear mixed-model variance parameters
involves an iterative procedure. REML estimation for 0 may also be used in the lineal
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mixed-model stage. PQL may yield biased estimates if the standard deviations of the
random effects are large. lJsing the Laplace approximation reduces the bias (Dolker
et.al.,2008).
The Laplace approximation is a method used to approximate the integral in equa-
tion (??), and the approximation is very accurate for normally distributed random
effects (McCulloch et. aI., 2008). Another method to approximate the likelihood is
to use the Gauss-Hermite quadrature (GHQ). For some smooth functions, GHQ can
approximate the integrals for the likelihood as a weighted sum. The GI-IQ approxi-
mation is more accurate than the Laplace, but it is slower. As the number of randorn
effects increases, the speed of GHQ decreases rapidly, making it infeasible for analysis
with more than two or three random factors (Dolker et.al., 2008). Also if the function
whose integral is to be approximated is not smooth or if it is not properly centered,
the approximation may be poor (McCulloch et. aI., 2008).
The pseudo-likelihood (PL)/ restricted pseudo-likelihood (REPL) approaches are
iterative procedures similar to PQL and involve estimating the fixed and random
effects, fJ and 8, from linear mixed-model equations, and estimating the unknown
parameters in D and R using either ML or R.EML in turn until convergence. The
PL/REPL estimation procedure is based on a Gaussian approximation and Taylor's
theorem while PQL is based on a quasilikelihood. PL/REPL starts with an initial
estimate ofj.L, fi, which is used to compute
v = gULl + (y - fi,)g'(fJ.) (111)
The lVIL or REML estimation procedure is then used to fit a weighted linear mixed
model with response variable v, fixed and random effects model matrices X and Z,
and diagonal weight matrix W = Rf,"I[gl(fJ.)]-2 This yields estimates of D and it
II
which are then compared with the old estimates. If the difference is not sufficiently
small, the mixed model equations
(112)
where
are solved for a and g. The estimate of p, is updated by substituting 0- and g in the
expression p, = g-I(Xa+ zg). These steps are repeated until convergence (\J\'olfinger
and O'Connell, 1993).
The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm is another way to calculate ML/REML
estimates. It is an iterative algorithm which alternates between two steps, calculating
the conditional expected values, and maximizing simplified likelihoods. The likeli-
hood is simplified by the invention of "missing" data which is combined with the
observed data to form what is called the complete data. For GLMlVls the random
effects are assumed to be the missing data. The expectation of the log likelihood of
the complete data with respect to conditional distribution of is given y is calculated.
This expectation is then maximized with respect to the parameters. The log like-
lihood is recalculated with the new parameter estimates and maximized again until
convergence. There are various simulated EM algorithms that can be used to approx-
imate the conditional expected values such as the Monte Carlo and the stochastic
approximation algorithms (McCulloch, 2008).
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1.2 Statistical Software Packages
In this practicum, two procedures produced by the SAS Institute are used for esti-
mating parameters in GLMs and GLMMs, PROC GEl\'MOD and PROC GLIMMIX.
The GEl\'MOD procedure fits GLMs to the data by maximum likelihood estimation of
the parameter vector (3. There is generally no closed form solution for the maximum
likelihood estimates. The GEl\'MOD procedure estimates the parameters through an
iterative process. The GLIMMIX procedure fits GLMMs based on linearizations, us-
ing a Taylor series expansion to approximate the GLMM as a linear mixed model. Dy
default the estimation method for models containing random effects is the restricted
pseudo-likelihood method (REPL) with an expansion around the current estimate
of the best linear unbiased predictors of the random effects. This is the estimation
method we used to fit GLMMs.
1.3 Outline of the Practicum
In Chapter 2 the fixed efl'ects and mixed effects cohort models are applied to the ma-
turity data. Their fit will be examined by how well the estimated proportions mature
compare to the observed and how accurately each model forecasts future maturities.
I show that simple cohort models explain much of the variability in maturity data,
but that there are additional patterns in the data that are common across adjacent
cohorts. These are referred to as year effects. In Chapter 3 a year effect is added to
the mixed efl'ects model and applied to the data. The fit of this model is examined
and compared to the previous models in Chapter 2. A simulation study is carried out
in Chapter 4. The mixed effects model with and without year effects will be applied
to simulated data with and without the presence of year effects. These models will be
compared in terms of how accurately they estimate the proportions mature, and their
13
accuracy in estimating the model parameters. Chapter 5 summarizes the conclusions.
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Chapter 2
The Fixed Effects and Mixed Effects
Models
2.1 Introduction
Fisheries management considers changes in SSI3 in their stock projections, which
requires maturities to be forecasted for the next several years. Maturity, as a function
of age within a cohort, tends to change smoothly over time. For 3Ps cod, Dowden
(2007) investigated two types of models, fixed effects and mixed effects models, to
improve estimates of maturities, especially for unfinished cohorts, and to improve
forcasted maturities. Cnfinished cohorts are recent cohorts where the cod have not
reached the age at which all are mature. For analysis of the 3Ps cod data, a cohort is
unfinished if it has not reached age 14. Figure ?? displays the concept of finished and
unfinished cohorts. Each cell represent the data collected in a given year for a given
age group. Each diagonal set of cells represents the data collected by year and age for
a given cohort. The white cells represent unfinished cohorts. The data collected for
these cohorts cover the younger ages and do not reach the maximum age by thp last
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year of data collection. The grey cells represent finished cohorts. The data collected
for these cohorts cover the older ages and reach the maximum age by the last year.
In this chapter we evaluate two of the models Dowden (2007) used, a fixed effects
(FE) logistic regression model, and a autoregressive mixed effects (AR) model with
no over-dispersion. The models are applied to the 3Ps female cod data for ages up
to 14. This dataset contained 13329 observations from years 1960 to 2005. Table ??
summarizes the proportion mature and the numbers sampled by age.
To evaluate the performance of these models we look at how the estimated matu-
rities change over time, how they compare with the observed proportions, and how
accurately the models forecasted maturities. Retrospective analysis is used to deter-
mine how accurately each model forecasted maturities. In retrospective analysis, the
data after a specified year, called the retro year, is removed and the maturities are
predicted three years ahead. For example, if the retro year was 2000, only the data up
to year 2000 is used to forecast maturities for 2001, 2002 and 2003. These predicted
maturities are then compared with the estimated maturities obtained when all the
data are used for estimation.
For the fixed effects approach, the predicted maturities for new cohorts in the
forecast period were computed by averaging the three closest cohorts. This averaging
procedure was also used for unfinished cohorts which have insufficient data to estimate
maturities. For the mixed effects approach, the correlation structure was used to
predict maturities. The retrospective performance of the models was examined for
each year since 1995. The retrospective metric
\'
P = L Ip",y+3,y - P",y+3yl
y=1995
(2.1)
was used to measure the prediction error at age a for each model. Hrre lJ".y+3.y is
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the predicted proportion mature at age a in year y + 3 obtained using data up to
retrospective year y :::: Y and Y is the last year in the full data set. Substantial dif-
ferences between predicted and estimated maturities cause problems when estimating
SSI3. These differences can be a source of retrospective error in SSI3, such that in
annual assessments the SSI3 in some past year is revised as new data are added to the
assessment. Large retrospective errors can undermine the credibility of assessrnent
advice.
2.2 Fixed Effects (FE) Model
The fixed effects approach refers to a generalized linear model (GLM). More specifi-
cally, it is a logistic regression model with
pc(a) = e.Tp(f3oc + f3lc a )
1 + exp(f3oc + f31c a ) (2.2)
whpre pc(a) is the probability that a fish in cohort c is mature at age a. The parameters
f30c and f31c are unknown parameters that are estimated separately for each cohort c.
For some cohorts, the data are insufficient to estimate the parameters as illustrated
by Figure ?? These are some of the very young and the very old cohorts. Cohort
I3 covers only a small range of young ages and cohort 0 covers only a small range of
old ages. I30th cohorts do not cover enough of the maturity ogive to reliably estimatp
the maturity curves. For the 3Ps cod dataset, after the 2000 cohort, only voung cod
were observed, covering only the lower portion of the maturity ogive. Similarly, before
the 1954 cohort, only the old cod were observed, covering only the upper portion of
the maturity ogive. These cohorts do not cover enough of the range of the ogivc
to estimate the parameters, thereforp parameters were estimated only for the 1954-
2000 cohorts. Probabilities for the other cohorts were obtained by averaging over the
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adjaccnt three years.
Define A50 to be the age of 50% maturity, Pe(A so ) = 0.5. From equation (??), Aso
can be calculated as Aso = ~ and can be estimated as
(2.3)
where /Joe and /Jle are the estimates of the logistic regression parameters.
The maturity range (M R) is defined as the difference between the age at 75%
maturity and the age at 25% maturity. 111 R is calculated by !If R = A7S - A25 = -1~;,(9)
and is estimated as
(2.4)
2.2.1 FE Results
The intercept f30r and slope f3le varied greatly across cohorts with little trend (Figure
?? ), especially in the 1963 cohort where f30e decreased to -135.2090 and f3lc increased
to 22.5732. ;\so had a downward trend and had much less variation. l\iR also \'aried
wildly across cohorts with little trend. l\iR had a large decrease for the 1963 cohort,
and a large increase in the 1980 cohort, indicating a large difference betwcen the rate
at which these cohorts matured and their adjacent cohorts.
The estimated proportions mature for ages 4 to 8 increased over time (Figure
??), especially after 1990. Some cohorts did not have enough data for the fixed effects
model to estimate the proportion mature. For these years, the average of the thrce
adjacent cohorts were used as estimates. These averages are the flat lines in the
beginning and end of the plot.
The retrospective analysis in Figure ?? shows large differences between the fore-
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casted and subsequently estimated proportions mature. The variability between fore-
casted and estimated maturities is greatest in ages 4 to 6, with the largest retrospec-
tive errors occurring in ages 5 and 6. The older ages have less variability because the
proportions mature at these ages are close to one since 1995
Most of the estimated proportions mature are close to the observed for all cohorts
(Figure 77). Within each cohort as age increases the proportions mature should
also increase. Most of the observed proportions mature fall on a smooth ogive curve
for each cohort in Figure 77. For some cohorts there are observations which are
followed by a decrease in proportion mature in the next year. For example for the
1999 cohort the observed proportion mature at age 5 is 0.745 and decreases to 0.502
at age 6. These observation may indicate potential year effects and cause problems in
estimating maturities especially for unfinished cohorts. Data are collected annually for
unfinished cohorts and the maturity estimates are updated. A year efrect in the data
may cause the proportions mature to be overestimated. With the addition of new data
the estimated ogive will shift away from the observation with the year eflf>ct fitting
the observed maturities better. Observed proportions mature that fall away from the
estimated maturity ogive will result in large residuals and retrospective' errors.
The X2 residuals showed greater variability for some years (Figure 77). Five
years have residual less than -5 which were truncated and displayed as solid circles.
The arrows indicate six years where the 95% confidence intervals did not cover zero
Confidence intervals for the average annual X2 residuals are calculated as
"'y±196~ (2.5)
where f yis the mean of the X2 residuals in year y, u;, is the variance of the A2 residuals
and 71,., is the number of residuals. Although most of the confidence intervals covered
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zero there are years where most of the residuals are positive or most are negative,
which suggests there may be some real year ef!"ects in the data.
2.3 Autoregressive Mixed Effects (AR) Model
l\ew data is collected each year for unfinished cohorts, and the parameters estimated
by the fixed effects model can change substantially from year to year with the' addition
of data. The mixed effects model was used to help reduce this problem by treating
some parameters as random effects. This random component is autocorrelated to
account for how maturities tend to change smoothly over time. The parametrrs flo,
and flle appear to be autocorrelated over time. This model is
Pe(a) = e.Tp {(flo + £lac) + (fll + £lIe) X a}
1 + e.Tp {(flo + £lac) + (fll + 61e) X a} (2.6)
where £lac and £lIe are autocorrelated random cohort effects and flo and fll are fixed
efrects common to all cohorts. £lac and £lIe are assumed to be random variables from
a normal distribution with mean zero and autocorrelated over time; that is, £lac ~
N(O,d
o
)' £lIe ~ N(O,d,), CO'I'T'(60),60d = 1~-k1 and C0T1'(61),6Id = li)-kl. These
are AR(1) correlations with 10 and II respectively.
To predict the logistic regression model's random slopes and illtcrcepts for each
cohort, flo and fll are added to £lac and £lIe,
(2.7)
(2.8)
Thesr ~oe and ~Ie are used to predict A50 and AI rt using equations (77) and (77)
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respectively.
2.3.1 AR Results
The ~oc, ~IC and AiR do not vary as much across cohorts (Figure 77) and were much
smoother than the FE model. ~IC increased over time while iJR decreased over time,
especially from the 1980 to 1990 cohorts. The ,,150 was similar to that of the fixed
effects model.
The proportion mature for ages 4 to 8 increased over time (Figure 77). The
estimates were smoother than the FE model but the basic trends were similar. The
variation in the retrospective results was less than the fixed effects model (Figure
77) and the size of retrospective errors, p, were smaller for all ages. The retrospec-
tive results also varied more smoothly over the years. However, there are still large
retrospective errors for some years in the younger ages
The proportion mature are relatively close to the observed alld similar to the FE
model's estimates (Figure 77). The X2 residuals showed similar variability to that of
the FE model (Figure 77). Six years have residuals beyond ±5. These are truncated
and displayed as solid circles. The 95% confidence intervals did not cover zero for two
years. Many years have residuals with mostly the same sign indicating some potential
year effects.
2.4 Discussion
The AR model is a better choice than the FE for modeling maturation rates in At-
Ian tic cod stocks. While both models had a similar estimated proportions mature
which are close to the observed, the AR estimates are smoother. The AR model
also had smaller retrospective errors than the FE model suggesting improved forecast
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accuracies. Although there was an improvement in the retrospective results, the AR
model still had large retrospective errors for some years. The X2 residuals from both
the FE and AR models also suggested some potential year efrects. Dowden added
year efrects to the AR model to further improve maturity estimates and forecasted
maturities. This model and its results are presented in the next chapter
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Table 2 l' Summary of the 3Ps female cod data by age
Proportion mature !'\umbers sampled
Age min max mean min max total
1 0.000 0.000 0.000 1 15 142
2 0.000 0.000 0.000 2 97 1131
3 0.000 0.000 0.000 9 183 1845
4 0.000 0.235 0.036 14 136 2000
5 0.000 0.848 0.242 13 109 1897
6 0.053 1.000 0.543 4 146 1727
7 0.333 1.000 0.808 1 98 1508
8 0.667 1.000 0.938 1 84 1064
9 0.797 1.000 0.979 1 66 773
10 0.846 ].000 0.995 1 41 509
11 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 28 324
12 0.667 1.000 0.989 1 26 214
13 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 14 123
14 1.000 1.000 1.000 1 11 72
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Yellr
Figure 2.1: COllceptual diagram of a time series of maturity at age data. Cn'y colored
crlls represent finished cohorts, and white cells rrpresent unfinished cohorts. Typically
there are few to no fish mature at younger ages and all fish are mature at older ages.
There is ill~uHiciellt data to reliably estimate the maturity curve~ for cohurt~ B allli
D, hut. there shonkl he snfficirnt data to estimate t.he maturit.y curves for cohorts A
alld C.
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Estimates for 3Ps cod with the fixed effects model (FE) and autoregressive
effects model (AR). Top left panel: intercepts (/30c ). Top right panel: slopes
(13Ic)' Bottom left panel: }l50' Bottom right panel: AiR
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Figure 2.3: 3Ps cod proportions mature at ages 4-8 vs year. Ages 5-8 are listed
un the left side uf each line. Tup panel: Fixed effects mudel (FE). Buttum pant'!:
alltomgressive mixed effects model (AR)
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Figure 2.4: Retrospective analysis for 3Ps cod, ages 4-8 (listed in the left margin).
The retrospective metric p is shown in the top left corner of the panels. Column 1:
Fixr.d effects model (FE). Column 2: autoregrr.ssive mixr.d r.ffr.r:ts modr.l (AR)
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Figure 2.5: 3Ps cod proportions mature at age estimated from the fixed effects model
(FE: solid black line) and the autoregressive mixed effects model (AR.; dashed red
line). Observations are plotted as circles (0).
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Figmr 2.6: X2 rrsiollills (0) for t.hr 3Ps coo mat.mit.y oat.a. Solio symhols an' t.nmr:at.ro
or > ± 5). Red vertical lines are 95% confidence intervals (Cl's). The arrows
where the CI's did not cover zero. The solid black line connects the average
resiollals. Top panel: Fixed effects model (FE) Bottom panel: autoregrrssivr
mixed effects model (AR).
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Chapter 3
Autoregressive Mixed Model with
Year Effects
3.1 Introduction
The third approach Dowden (2007) used was a mixed effects model with cohort and
year eflects (YE), These year efl'ects may be caused by environmental conditions
such as food and temperature which can vary year to year, leadiug to 1Il0rc or less
individuals making the decision to become mature, Sampling may also contribute to
year effects, Maturation rates can vary across a population, If the full range of the
population is not covered by the sampling or if there is an annual variation in the
distribution of samples across the population range, then the calculated proportion
mature may not be representative of the population, The year efl'ects model will be
described in the next section and its performance will be evaluated and compared to
the models in the previous chapter.
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3.2 AR with Year Effects (AR YE) Model
Define PCy(a) as the probability that a fish from cohort c is mature at age a in y('ar
y. The autoregressive mixed model with year effects (AR YE) is
In this model the random slope effects for age 61c , are autocorrelated similar to equa-
tion (77). The random intercept effects are composed of two effects, all autocorrelated
cohort effect 60c , and a simple uncorrelated year effect 1JOy. The 1JOy'S are i.i.d IV (0, a~)
A year effect is assumed to be the same for all cohorts in that year.
The ,450'S and the MH's do not directly include "loy'S. For the AR YE model,
the maturity ogive for a cohort is no longer a logistic linear function of age, because
each age has a year effect. For illustration purposes we assumed the year effects were
due to sampling and not reflective of changes in the population. Therefore, the year
effects were treated like nuisance parameters and ,450'S and MH's were based on only
~oc and ~IC' which are calculated as in equations (77) and (77) respectively.
For estimating the proportions mature it is straight-forward to include the yeal
effects. If the year effects are real in the population then the estimated proportiolls
mature should include the iioy's. If the year effects are not real and are instead
sampling errors, then the /ioy's should be treated as a nuisance parameter alld excluded
ill estimating the maturities. For the analysis of the estimated maturities over time
and the retrospective analysis, the year efl'ects will be treated as both a pr('dictive
parameter (YE+) or as a nuisance parameter (YE-). However, additional information
will be required to resolve whether the year effects are "real" or just due to sampling
deficiencies. This is beyond the scope of this practicum.
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3.2.1 AR YE Results
The ~oc, ~lC and AiR do not vary much across cohorts and are much smoother than
the AR model (Figure 77). {lAIc increased over time while AiR decreased over time,
especially from the 1980 to 1990 cohorts and had a similar shape to the AR model.
The ,450 was also smoother than the FE and AR models.
The year effects are treated in two ways, as a nuisance parameter (AR. YEA) where
i}Oy is not used in computing the proportion mature estimates, and as a predictive
parameter (AR YE+) where i}Oy is included. The proportion mature for age 4 to 8
increased over time for both AR YE- and AR YE+ (Figure 77). The AR YE-t model
estimates are rougher than the AR model but smoother than the FE model. The AR
YE- model estimates are the smoothest of all the models.
The retrospective results (Figure 77) for the AR YE+ model varied less than
both the FE and and the AR models. Its retrospective errors, p, are less than the
FE model for all ages and slightly smaller than the AR model for ages 5 to 7. The
retrospective results for the AR YE- model varied more smoothly than all the other
models. The AR YE- model's retrospective errors are also the smallest of all the
models for all ages. However substantial retrospective errors are still present for some
years.
Most of the AR YE estimated proportions mature are close to the obserwd (Figme
77). The AR YE maturity estimates are similar to the AR estimates, however fOi
some cohorts the AR YE estimates appear a little closer to the observed. For example
the 1954,1957 and 1958 cohorts. The confidence intervals for the X2 residuals from
the AR YE model all covered zero (Figure 77). Also there are no years where most
of the residuals share the same sign as in both the FE and AR models.
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3.3 Discussion
Mixed effects models are the more appropriate choice for modeling maturities in At-
lantic cod stocks, with the best model being the AR YE model. Csing the AR YE
model on the 3Ps cod data improved the maturity estimates, for two reasons. While
the AR YE model maturity estimates are similar to the AR estimates, for some co-
harts the estimates are closer to the observed maturities than the AR and FE models
The AR YE- model also has the smoothest maturity estimates over time. Csing the
AR YE model also improved forecast accuracies. The AR YE- model has the best
retrospective results with the smallest retrospective errors.
The 3Ps cod data appeared to have potential year effects. From the observed
maturities in Figure ??, some observations for a given age had higher proportions
mature then the next age. Also from the X2 residuals in Figure ??, most of the
residuals for some years share the same sign. This may be due to actual year effects
or some other source such as sampling error. In general it is unknown whether there
are year effects present in a data set. If no year effects are present in the data then the
AR model would be the most appropriate model to fit the data while if year effects are
present then the AR YE model would be most appropriate. In Chapter 4 a simulatiOII
study is conducted to see how the estimates are affected by using the AR YE model
to fit data with no year effects present as compared to the AR model estimates. Also
the AR model will be used to fit data with year effects and compared to the AR YE
model estimates.
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Cohort
Figure 3.1: Estimates for 3Ps cod with the fixed effects model (FE). auturegressive
mixeo effects mooel (AR) ano the AR model with year effect.s (AR VEl. Top left panel:
intercepts (,6oc). Top right panel: slopes (,61c)' Bottom left panel: A50 . Bottom right
panel: MR.
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Figurr 3.2: 3Ps coo proport.ions mat.nrr at. agrs 4-8 vs yrar. Agrs 5-8 arr Jist.ro on
the left side of each line. Top panel: Fixed eflects model (FE). Second panel: Autore-
gressive mixed effects model (AR). Third panel: AR with year effects as predictive
paramrters (AR YE+) Bottom panel: AR with year effects as nuisance paramrters
(AR YE-).
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Fig1ll'r 3.3: Rctros]1rc.tivr analysis for 3Ps coo, agrs 4-8 (Iistro in thr lrft margin).
The metric p is shown in the top left corner of the panels. Column
1: Fixed model (FE). Column 2: Autoregressive mixed effects model (AR).
Column 3: AR with year effects as predictive parameters (AR YE-t ). Column 4: AR
with year effects as nuisance parameters (AR YE-)
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Figure 3.4: 3Ps cod proportions mature at age estimated from the fixed effects model
(FE; solid black line), the autoregressive mixed effects model (AR.; dashed recllinc),
and the autoregressive mixed effects model with year effects (AR YE; clotted blue
line). Observations are plotted as circles (0).
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or > ± 5). Red vertical lines are 95% confidence intervals (CI's). The arrows
where the CI's did nut cuver zero. The sulid black line connects
residuals. Top panel: Fixed efl"r.cts model (FE). Mindel panrl:
effects model (AR). l3ottom panel: AR with year effects (AR VEl.
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Chapter 4
Simulation study
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter I examine the accuracy of the estimators of the AR and AR YE
models using simulated data. Simulated data sets were generated both with and
without the presence of year effects. To generate data without year effects the AR
model parameter estimates from the 3Ps data were used. Similarly, data with yeal
eff"ects were generated using the AR YE parametei· estimates. Csing the 3Ps estirnates
makes the simulated data sets resemble real Atlantic cod data. I then base the values
~f the fixed and random cohort slopes and intercepts on these parametE'!" estirnates,
which are then used to generate the simulated data sets as described below. A set of
simulation factors are also used in generating the data sets. These simulation factors
are used to vary the generated data sets in terms of the range of ages the fish are
maturing and in the difference in the proportion mature between cohorts, which are
also described below.
The steepness of the maturity ogive was varied for each simulated data set. Chang-
ing the steepness of the maturity ogive changes the rallge of ages where the fish in a
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given cohort are actively becoming mature. This is known as the active range. At
the very young ages all the fish are immature, and at the very old ages all the fish
are already mature. The middle ages, where the fish are actively making the decision
to become mature, are of interest. The maturity range (MR) can be used to measure
how broad or narrow the active range is. Recall that MR is the difference in ages at
which 75% and 25% of the cohort are mature. The fixed intercept and slope used in
generating simulated data are based on a MR simulation factor, where /30 and /31 are
calculated as
/31 log(9)j!llR
/30 (4.1)
I varied the active range of the simulated data by basing f30 and f31 on three different
levels of MR. Based on the estimated AiR of the 3Ps cod data, a low lewl M 11 = 1.0,
a medium level M R = 1.3, and a high level M R = 1.6 were chosen. A low value of
MR indicates a narrow active range. Once the cohort starts to mature, it matures
quickly. A higher MR indicates a broader active range and the cohort matming morC'
slowly. The f31'S for generating the simulated data sets were calculated using these
MR values and equation (77). The middle of the range of A50's for the 3Ps cod data
was approximately 6.25. This value was used in equation (77) to set the value of f30
to generate the simulated maturity data.
The contrast over cohorts was also varied for each simulated data set. The contrast
over cohorts refers to the difference in maturities between cohorts. For example when
there is little contrast over cohorts, the proportions mature at each age arr similar for
all cohorts. VVhen there is a large contrast between cohorts, there are large differences
in proportions mature at each age. I varied contrast over cohorts by using a cohort
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effect (CE) simulation factor. Basing the random intercept and slope on the 3Ps data
estimates and on CE, 60c and 61c are calculated as
60c CE x Joc
(4.2)
where Joc and JIC are the 3Ps cod data estimates and CE is the cohort effect r used
the AR estimates of Joc and JIC to generate data without year effects and the AR
YE estimates to generate data with year effects. Three levels of cohort effect were
chosen, CE = 0.5, CE = 1.0 and CE = 1.5. The low level of CE decreases the
difference between cohorts by 50%, the medium level leaves the contrast over cohorts
the same as in the 3Ps data, and the high level increases the contrast over cohorts by
50%. Csing these levels and the AR or AR YE random effects estimates, the 60c's and
6 lc 's for the simulated data are calculated using equation (77). 1\ote that the random
effects werr fixed when generating the simulated data.
\!\Then year effects are present in the simulated data, the size of the year effects
wrre also varied by using a year effect (YE) simulation factor. Csing YE and thr 3Ps
random year efl'ects estimates, the random year effects used to generated the simulate
data are calculated as
'Iloy = YE x -fjOy (4.3)
where "'Oy is the AR YE model's estimated random year eflects and YE is the year
effect simulation factor. Three levels ofYE are used, a low (YE-0.5), medium (YE 1)
and high level (YE-2). The low level of YE decreases the size or the year effects by
50%, the medium level leaves the year effects the same as the 3Ps data estimates and
the high level doubles the year effects.
To generate data without year effects, the 3 x 3 = 9 combinations or MR and CE
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were first used to set values for flo, fll, and <:loc, <:llc using equations (??) and (??) and
the 3ps AR model estimates. These new fixed and random effects were then used
in the AR model (equation ??) to calculate new proportions mature. Maturity data
were simulated by randomly generating the number of mature fish a thousand times
from the binomial distribution, using the new proportions mature and the real total
number of fish caught in each age and year from the 3Ps data (i.e. the n's). As a
result a thousand simulated data sets with no year effects present were generated fOi
each combination of MR and CEo
Similarly, to generate data with year effects, the 3 x 3 x 3 = 27 combinations of
l'vIR, CE and YE were used to set values for flo, fll, <:loe, <:llc and l)Oy using equations
(??), (??) and (??) and the 3ps AR YE model estimates. These were then used in the
AR. YE model (equation ??) to calculate proportions mature. The number of mature
fish were then randomly generated a thousand times from the binomial distribution
using the new proportions mature and the real total number of fish caught. As a result
a thousand simulated data sets with year effects were generated for each combinatioll
of MR., CE and YE. In the following sections both the AR and the AR YE models
are used to fit the simulated data sets. The original estimates of the models used to
generate the data are considered to be the true population values and are compared
to the simulated values and the results are presented below.
4.2 The Values of Aso and MR Used to Generate
Simulated Datasets
Introducing the MR factor and the cohort effect (CE) affects the estimated A50 and
AiR. This section examines how changing the MR. and CE levels affected these
estimates. Recall that A50 is the age at which 50% of the cohort is matllt'C' Fig1ll'e
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?? shows the A50 's calculated as in section (2.3) using the fixed and random effects
generated by equations (??) and (??). Each panel shows the cohort-specific A50 's
from a different combination of the three MR. and CE levels. It shows that when the
levels of both the MR. factor and CE are low there is little difference in A50 over all
the cohorts. When the levels of MR. and CE are both high, there is a large downward
trend in A50 . Also when the level of CE increases given a level of MR., the annual
variation in A 50 increases. VVhen MR. increases for a given level of CE, the annual
variation in A50 also increases, however the amount of variation depends on th(' I('vc]
of CEo At the low level of CE, when MR. increases there is only a slight increase in
the variation of the A 50 's, while at the high level of CE, the increase of variation is
much larger. Most of the change in annual variation of A50 is due to changes in CEo
Figure ?? shows the values of MR. over cohorts for each combination of simulation
factors. Here I refer to the MR. simulation factor as III R. It shows that at the low
levels of both III Rand CE there is little change in MR. over cohorts. At the high levels
of !IJ Rand CE the MR. for each cohort is larger and there is a large downward trend.
Figure ?? also shows that as CE increases the annual variation in MR. increases at il
given level of 1\/ R. As the level of 1\1 R increases given a level of CE, the overall MR.
for each cohort increases and there is also more variation.
4.3 AR model Results
The results were simplified by determining which factors are irnportant in modeling
maturities. To achieve this, I first calculated the absolute bias,
Ibayl = IPay - Pay I
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(4.4)
where Pay = -I< 2::::1 Pay(.) is the average proportion mature at age a in year v, Ibayl
is the absolute bias at age a in year V, f( is the number of iterations, 13c,y(i) is the
estimated proportion mature at age a in year V for iteration i and Pay is the simulated
population value of the proportion mature at age a in year V. The absolute bias
was then fitted with a GLM using factors CE, MR, YE, age and method. Method
refers to the model used to fit the data, either AR or AR YEo In order to determine
which factors were significant a AI\OVA table was computed based 011 the GLM of
the absolute bias and the results are displayed in Table ?? The AI\OVA table shows
that YE, method and age are important factors with significant interactions betweclI
method and YE, and between CE and age. Since MR is not an important factor 1I0r
does it have any significant interactions with other factors, MR is dropped to simplify
the results. Also since CE only has a significant interaction, only the low and high
levels of CE are used to simplify the results. Detailed results for all the simulation
factors are presented in the Appendix.
Table ?? shows the absolute bias averaged over MR and years for each method,
age, CE and YE factor. For the AR model, absolute bias is small when there are
no year efIects present (YE - 0) or when YE is small. It increases with the level of
YE for each age and CE factor. As age increases the absolute bias increases between
ages 5 and 6, then decreases between ages 6 and 8. Also there is little change in the
absolute bias between levels of CEo
In Figures ?? to ??, some summaries of the estimated proportions mature are
compared with simulation population values for ages 5 to 8. To simplify the results
based on the significant factors in Table ??, the figures shown here are for all the fOUl
leyels ofYE, the low and high levels ofCE (CE-0.5, CE-1.5) and the medium level of
MR (MR-1.3). The figures for all levels of the simulation factors are displayed in the
Appendix. In the first column of these figures, the AR model was used to estimate
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the proportions mature. As a measure of the model's performance for each set of
simulation factors, the bias and the root mean squared error (RMSE) are calculated
I<
by(a) 2.)Pny(i) - Pay)/ 1\'
I<
RMSEy(a.) = I)Pny('i) - Pa.yF/J<
i=l
(4.5)
where by(a.) is the average bias in year V for age a, R!Il SEy(a.) is the average R.MSE
in year V for age a, f( is the number of iterations, Pny(i) is the estimated proportion
mature at age a. in year V for iteration i and Pa.y is the simulated population value of
the proportion mature at age a. in year V. The average absolute values of by(a.) over
years and the average RAJSEy(a.) over years is displayed in Figures ?? to ??, and
calculated as
&(0.)
(4.6)
when' &(a) is the average absolute bias for age a., RAJ SE(a) is the average R.MSE
for age a, 11.1' is the total number of years, and VI and Yare the first and last years
respectively.
The AR model performs well in estimating proportions mature close to the true
proportions when there are no year effects present (Figures ?? and ??). \J\Th('n YE-O
the average absolute bias and average R.MSE are small and close to zero for all ages.
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The red dashed lines are the 95% and 5% quantiles of the estimated proportions
mature. These quantiles are fairly close to the simulated proportions mature for
most years, with the simulated proportions mature falling between them for all ages
and simulation factors. When year effects are present (Figures ?? - ??), the rnean
estimated proportions mature are smoother than the simulated proportions. As a
result the mean estimates are not close to the simulated population values for some
years when large jumps occur. As the year effects increases the average absolute bias
and average RMSE also increase for all ages. When the year effects are low (YE 0.5,
Figures ?? - ??), the simulated proportions mature for most years fall between the
95% and 5% quantiles and the mean estimates remain close. As the year effects
get larger (Figures ?? - ??), the simulated proportions fall outside the quantiles fOl
more years and the mean estimates become less accurate. Changing the levels of CE
changed the range of proportions mature for ages 5 to 8. Increasing CE given a level
of YE and MR increased the range of proportions mature for each age, although the
accuracy of the model remains similar with little difference in the average absolute
bias and average R1VISE between the low level of CE (CE-0.5) and the high level of
CE (CE-l.5).
Figures ?? to ?? show histograms of the estimated fixed intercept (#0) and fixed
slope (/31) for each level of YEo These figures show combinations of simulation factors
CE (CE-0.5, CE-l.5) and MR (MR-l.3). The figures for all combinations of the
simulation factors are presented in the Appendix. In the first column are the AR
model estimates. The red vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameters used
to generate the data. These values were calculated using equation (??). To measure
the accuracy of the estimates, the bias and RMSE are calculated for these parameters
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bias *t(Oi-O)
HMSE = *t (OJ -Or (4.7)
where OJ is the parameter estimate for iteration i, 0 is the value of the true parameter
and j( is the number of converged iterations. These values are shown at the top of
each figure panel. Table ?? shows the percentage of iterations that converged whell
fit with the AR model.
Figures ?? and ?? show the histograms for the fixed intercept (f30). These figures
show that when there are no year effects present (YE-O) the AR model estimates are
fairly close to the true fixed intercept with a small bias close to O. When year effects
are present the AR model tends to overestimate the intercept, with both the bias and
RMSE increasing with YEo The bias and RMSE are similar for both levels of CEo
Figures ?? and ?? show the histograms for the fixed slope (f3I). These figures
show that when year effects are not present, the AR model estimates are close to the
true fixed slope with the bias and RMSE close to O. When year efl"erts are present
the model tends to underestimate the fixed slope, with the bias and RMSE illcreasing
with YEo There is little difference between the low and high levels of CE when yeal
effects are low or not present. Here the high level of CE has slightly higher biases and
RMSEs. '''Then YE-l.O and YE-2.0, the difl"erence between the low and high levels
of CE is greater, with CE-1.5 having higher biases and RMSEs.
Figures ?? to ?? compares the estimated and true effects for the random intercept
(50c ) and random slope (5 1c ) over cohorts. The first column shows the AR model
estimates. As measures of accuracy the bias and RMSE for each cohort is calculated
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I,
be 'L)Be(i)-Be)/J<
i=l
f(
RMSEe = 2:)Be(i) - BeF/J< (4.8)
where be and RMSEc are the average bias and RMSE in cohort c respectively, JI' is the
number of iterations, BeU) is the estimated random effect in cohort c for iteration i and
Be is the sir,nulation value of the random effect in cohort c. The average absolute> bias
and RMSE are displayed in the bottom right corner of the figures and are calculated
c
llil I)lbel)/ne
c
RMSE 'I)RMSEc)/ne (4.9)
where llil and RMSE are the average absolute bias and average RMSE over cohorts, C1
and C are the first and last cohorts respectively and ne is the total number of cohorts.
Figures ?? and ?? compares the estimated random intercepts (oocl to the pop-
ulation values over cohorts. The AR estimates are smoother than the population
values when no year effects are present. The estimates are closest to the population
values when YE-0.5 and have the smallest average absolute bias and RIVISE. As YE
increases to 1.0 and 2.0, the estimates vary more widely and the absolute bias and
RlVlSE increases. The red dashed lines are the 95% and 5% quantiles of the estimated
random intercept. The simulated random intercept falls between these lines for most
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cohorts except when YE-2.0. There is little difference between the low and high level
of CE with the average absolute biases and RMSEs being similar given YEo
Figures ?? and ?? compares the estimated random slopes (b lc ) to the population
values over cohorts. The AR estimates are close to the population values for most
cohorts except when YE is high. The average absolute biases and RMSEs are similar
when YE-O to YE-1.0. When YE-2.0, the AR estimates vary more widf'ly than the
population values and the average absolute bias and RMSE increases. The absolute
biases and RMSEs tend to be lower when CE is high. As YE increases up to 1.0,
the absolute biases and RMSEs increase slightly when CE is low and decrease slightly
when CE is high. The population random slope falls between the 95% and 5% quan-
tiles for most cohorts except when YE-2.0. When CE is low and YE is 0.5 to 1.0,
the estimated random slopes for the first and last few cohorts are not as close as the
other cohorts and the population values fall outside the 95% and 5% quantilcs
4.4 AR YE model Results
Table ?? shows the absolute bias averaged over MR and years for each method, age,
CE and YE factor. This table shows that the average absolute bias is very similar
for both the AR and AR YE method when no year effects are present. I-Iere the AR.
methods's absolute bias tends to be slightly smaller. When year eflects are present,
the AR YE method's absolute bias is much smaller than the AR method's. As YE
increases, there is little change in the AR YE method's absolute bias while thf' AR
method's absolute bias increases substantially.
The efficiency of the two models was also compared. To do this first the RMSE
for each model is calculated as in (??) Csing the RMSEs for both models the relative
efficiency is calculated as
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(4.10)
where REy(a) is the relative efficiency for age a in year y and RMSEy(a)(AR) and
RMSEy(a)(AR Y E) are the RMSEs for age a in year y for the AR and AR YE
models respectively. When REy(a) is greater than 1, the AR model's RMSE is greater
than the AR YE model's hence the AR YE model is more efficient for age a in year
y. When REy(a) is less than 1, the AR model is more efficient for age a in yf'ar
y. VVhen REy(a) equals 1, the models have the same efficiency. Csing the rc[atiV('
efficiency, a GLM was fitted with factors CE, MR, YE and age. Based 011 thf' results a
AI\'OVA table was computed (Table ??). The Al\OVA table shows that YE and age
are significant factors and interactions between YE and age, and CE and YE arc also
significant. Since MRis not a significant factor and has no significant illteractions, it
can be dropped from further analyses of the simulation results
Table ?? shows the relative efficiency average over MR and years. This table
shows that the AR YE model is more efficient than the AR model whrn year effects
are present and almost just as efficient when no year effects are presellt. It shows that
as the YE increases the average relative efficiency also increases, meaning that the AR
YE model becomes more efficient than the AR model. ''''hen YE-O and YE-0.5 the
models are very similar, however the AR model is slightly more efficient when YE 0
and the AR YE model is slightly more efficient when YE 0.5. Relative efficiency
depends on age when year effects are present. Relative efficiency tends to decrease
from age 5 to 6, then increase from age 6 to 8. The relative efficiency also depends on
CE when YE-2.0. When year effects are not present or small, there is little difference
between the levels of CEo However when YE-2.0 the relative efficiency for a given
agr decreases as the level of CE increases.
Table ?? shows the percentage of iterations that converged when fit with the AR
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YE model. The AR YE model tends to converge less often than the AR rnodel,
especially when YE, CE and MR factors are all high.
The AR YE model's mean estimated proportions mature are close to the popu-
lation values for all combinations of YE (Figures ?? - ??). When no year ef!"ects are
present the AR YE model estimates are very similar to the AR model's with similar
average absolute biases and RMSEs close to 0 (Figures ?? and ??). When year ef!"ects
are present, the AR YE model fits the simulated proportions mature better than the
AR model. When YE is low the AR YE model fits slightly better than the AR model,
with slightly smaller average absolute bias and RMSE. As YE increases the fit of the
AR model worsens while the fit of the AR YE model tends to stays the same. The
simulated population proportion mature falls between the 95% and 5% quantiles for
most years. There is little dif!"erence in the fit of the AR YE model between the low
and high levels of CEo The average absolute bias and RMSE remains similar for all
levelsofYE.
The AR YE model tends to overestimate the fixed intercept (,80, Figures ?? and
??). When YE-O the AR YE model estimates are similar to the AR rnodel's and
fairly close to the true parameter value with a bias close to O. As YE increased the
bias and RMSE increased slightly however, the AR YE estimates are closer to the
true fixed intercept than the AR model's, especially when YE-2.0. The low level of
CE has slightly smaller biases and RMSEs than the high level for all levels of YEo
The AR YE model tends to underestimate the fixed slope (,81, Figures?? and ??).
As with the fixed intercept, when YE 0 the AR YE model estimates are similar to
the AR model's. For all levels of YE, the bias and RMSE of the AR YE model remain
small and close to zero. "Vhen year effects are present, the AR YE model estimates
are closer to the true fixed slope than the AR model's, especially when year ef!"ects are
high. There is little difference between the levels of CE, however the bias and RMSE
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tend to be smaller when CE-0.5.
Figures ?? and ?? shows that when year effects are not present or low (YE 0.5)
the AR YE model random intercept (£lor) estimates are similar to the AR model's
estimates and have similar absolute biases and R.MSEs. As year effects increase, the
AR. YE model's random intercept estimates remain close to the simulated random
intercepts with little change in the absolute bias and RMSEs. When YE is greater than
or equal to 1, the AR. YE model random intercept estimates are closer to the simulated
than the AR. model's and have smaller absolute biases and R.MSEs, especially when
YE-2. There is little difference in the fit of the AR. YE model between the levels of
CE given a level of YEo However the bias and RMSEs are slightly smaller when CE
is high. For all levels of YE, the simulated random intercepts fall between tlw 95%
and 5% quantiles for most cohorts.
The AR. YE model random slope (£lIe) estimates are similar to the AR. model
estimates and have similar absolute biases and R.lVlSEs except when year effects are
high (Figures ?? and ??). \t\Then YE-2 the AR. YE model estimates are closer to
the simulated random slope than the AR. model and have a smaller absolute bias
and R.lVlSE. As YE increases, the AR YE model's absolute bias and RlVlSE tends to
increase slightly when CE is low, and decrease slightly when CE is high. The AR.
YE model estimates remain close to the simulated random slopes for all levels of YEo
However when CE is high the estimates are closer and the simulated random slopes
fall between the 95% and 5% quantiJes for more cohorts. When CE is low and yeal
eft'ects are present, the AR. YE model estimates for the first and last few cohorts
tend not to be as close to the simulated random slope as the other cohorts, with the
simulated values falling outside the 95% and 5% quantiles.
Figure ?? compares the mean estimated year eft'ects (1)Oy) to the simulated popu-
lation value for each combination of CE and YE levels when MR.-1.3. The average
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absolute bias and RMSE displayed in the bottom right corner of each panel are calcu-
lated as in equations (77) and (77) where enow represents random year effects and c
represents the year. \!\Then no year eff'ects are present, the AR YE model random year
eff'ects estimates are small and close to the simulated value, 0, Both the absolute bias
and RMSE are small and close to zero, When year effects are present, the estimated
year effects are close to the simulated with the simulated year effects falling between
the 95% and 5% quantiles for most years, however the absolute bias and RMSE are
higher than when YE-O, The absolute bias and RMSE tends to decrease when YE 1
and increase when YE-2, There is little difference between the levels of CE, with the
absolute bias and RMSE remaining similar for all levels
4.5 Discussion
When fitting data without year effects, the AR model would be more appropriate than
the AR YE model. However, comparing the fit of the AR YE model on simulated
data without year effects with the AR model, there is very little dift'erence between
them, The absolute biases averaged over the MR factor and years arc very similar fOl
both models and are all close to zero, Both models also have very similar efficiency
since the relative efficiencies averaged over the MR factor and years are just under 1
The AR YE model's estimated maturities as well as it's fixed and random eft'ects are
very close to the AR model's, with very similar biases and RMSEs, The year effects
estimated by the AR YE model are close to zero and not significant.
When fitting data with year eft'ects, the AR YE model would definitely be more
appropriate than the AR. model. Comparing the fit of the AR. and AR YE models on
simulated data with year effects shows that the AR. YE model tends to fit better than
the AR model, especially when the year eft'ects are large, The AR YE model's absolut<,
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biases, averaged over the MR factor and years, are smaller than the AR model's, The
AR YE model is also more efficient since the relative efficiencies averaged over thp
MR factor and years are all over 1. The AR YE model's mean estimatrd maturities
are closer to the simulated population values with smaller absolute biases and RMSEs
than the AR model for all levels of YE, however the estimates are only slightly bettpr
when YE is low, The AR YE model also tends to estimate the fixed and random
eA'ects better than the AR model. When year eA'ects are low, thr AR YE modpl
fixed and random effects estimates are similar to the AR model's with slightly snlallel
biases and RMSEs, As the year eA'ects increase, the AR YE model's pstimatcs are
closer to the simulated eflects than the AR model's,
Another difference between the models is the number of iterations thatconvprgcd,
The AR model converged more often than the AR YE model. For example when YE,
CE and MR levels are all high the AR model converged for 98,2% of the iterations
where as the AR YE model converged for 73.4%,
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Residual DevianceResidual DfOf Deviance
Table 4.1: Al\OVA table based on a GLM of the absolute bias with factors CE, MR,
YE, age and method.
Factor
l\ull
Method
CE
MR
YE
Age
Method x CE
Method x MR.
Method x YE
Method x Age
CE x MR
CE x YE
CE x Age
MR x YE
MR x Age
YE x Age
2.1959
0.0109
0.0783
2.3326
0.4471
·0.0108
0.0727
2.1328
0.0667
0.0102
00054
0.1079
00455
0.0333
0.0710
14111
14110
14108
14106
14103
14100
14098
14096
14093
14090
14086
14080
14074
14068
14062
14053
24.4576
22.2617
22.2508
22.1725
19.8399
19.3928
19.3820
19.3093
17.1765
171099
17.0997
17.0942
16.9863
16.9408
16.9075
168364
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Table 4 2· Absolute bias averaged over MR and years
YE
0 0.5 1.0 2.0
CE Age AR AR YE AR ARYE AR ARYE AR ARYE
0.5 5 0.00732 0.00736 0.0201 0.0109 0.0392 0.0103 0.0713 0.01020
6 0.01570 0.01560 0.0380 0.0240 0.0627 0.0215 0.1050 0.02040
7 0.01320 0.01320 0.0283 0.0176 0.0500 0.0158 0.0949 0.01490
8 0.00562 0.00569 0.0122 0.0073 0.0240 0.0069 0.0536 0.00718
1.0 5 0.01050 001050 0.0232 0.01460 0.0434 0.01400 0.0779 0.01420
6 0.01390 001390 0.0327 0.02210 0.0544 0.02040 0.0968 0.01830
7 0.01280 0.01280 0.0251 0.01680 0.0443 0.01600 0.0817 0.01460
8 0.00746 0.00754 0.0153 0.00991 0.0287 0.00938 00574 0.00878
1.5 5 0.01170 0.01160 0.0246 0.0170 0.0436 0.0161 00807 001600
6 0.01040 0.01050 0.0260 0.0179 00434 00168 00810 0.01490
7 0.01090 0.01090 0.0215 0.0149 0.0383 0.0145 0.0693 0.01370
8 0.00755 0.00754 0.0174 00114 0.0318 00105 0.0586 0.00899
Table 4.3: Percentage of 1000 iterations that converged when the AR model was used
to fit the simulated data. The simulation factors used to generate the simulated data
are shown in the top row (MR) the first column (YE) and second column (CE).
MR
YE CE 1.0 1.3 1.6
0.0 0.5 100% 100% 100%
1.0 100% 99.6% 99.7%
1.5 98.7% 97.0% 97.1%
0.5 100% 100% 100%
0.5 1.0 100% 99.2% 98.7%
1.5 99.5% 97.3% 98.9%
0.5 100% 100% 100%
1.0 1.0 100% 98.8% 99.1%
1.5 99.3% 95.8% 96.0%
0.5 100% 99.9% 99.8%
20 1.0 97.2% 98.2% 97.4%
1.5 98.6% 97.7% 98.2%
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Table 4.4: Al\'OVA table based on a GLM of relative efficiency
(ARIWSE/ARYERAISE) with factors CE, MR, YE and age.
Factor
l\'ull
CE
MR
YE
Age
CE x MR
CE x YE
CE x Age
MR x YE
!VIR x Age
YE x Age
Of Deviance ResidualDf Residual Deviance
7055 71101
57 7053 71044
17 7051 71027
7822 7048 63205
417 7045 62787
1 7041 62786
54 7035 62732
49 7029 62684
9 7023 62674
19 7017 62656
854 7008 61801
Table 4.5' Relative efficiency averaged over MR and years.
YE
CE Age 0 0.5 1.0 2.0
0.5 5 0.983 1.17 1.82 362
6 0.985 1.10 1.51 2.69
7 0.987 1.14 1.72 358
8 0.990 1.22 2.07 5.73
1.0 5 0.988 1.12 1.67 3.12
6 0.989 1.09 1.47 2.68
7 0.990 1.10 1.61 359
8 0.991 1.14 1.79 4.98
1.5 5 0.989 1.09 1.55 2.88
6 0.991 1.08 1.45 2.80
7 0.992 1.07 1.50 3.48
8 0.991 1.09 1.59 4.23
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Table 4.6: Percentage of 1000 iterations that converged when the AR YE model was
used to fit the simulated data. The simulation factors used to generate the simulated
data are shown in the top row (MR), the first column (YE) and second column (CE).
MR
YE CE 1.0 1.3 1.6
05 100% 100% 100%
0.0 1.0 99.8% 99.5% 975%
1.5 97.5% 90.2% 92.4%
0.5 100% 99.9% 99.9%
0.5 1.0 100% 99.3% 98.1%
1.5 96.0% 94.6% 95.3%
0.5 100% 999% 100%
1.0 1.0 99.5% 97.9% 95.9%
1.5 96.8% 92.6% 94.3%
0.5 100% 100% 100%
2.0 1.0 96.5% 96.4% 81.5%
1.5 98.8% 87.2% 73.4%
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Figure 4.1: A50 's used to generate simulated data. The simulation factors used to
generate the data are shown in the left margin (eE) and on the top (M R).
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Figure 4.2: MR's used to ..generate the data are show~enelate si~nulated data. The .111 the left margin (eE) and slmtdation factors used to
on the top (AIR).
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Figllrf' 4.3: Simulated and mean estimatf'd proportion maturr vs yrar COlllll1Jl]'
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model
(Y E = Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with
(AR VEl. Simulated data with no year effects generated using silllulation
CE = 05 and M R = 13.
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Figlll"~ 4.4: Simulated and mean estimat~d proportion ma.tnr~ vs y~ar. Colnmn j.
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model
(Y E = Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with
(AR VEl. Simulated data with no year eR·ects generated using simulation
C E = 15 and M R = 13.
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Figlll'f' 4.5: Si!TIulatf'o ano !TIf'an f'stirnatf'd proportion rnatllrf' vs YPiU Column 1
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects modf'!.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year rffects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
C E = 05 and AI R = 1.3.
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Figure 4.6: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl· Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
C E = 1.5 and M R = 1.3.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated and mean estimated proportion matllre vs year. COllllll1i 1·
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 1.0,
C E = 0.5 and M R = 1.3.
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Fig1ll'e 4.8: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column 1·
Proportions mature estimated using the (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using AR model with year effects (AR
VEl· Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 1.0,
C E = 1.5 and M R = 1.3.
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Fig1ll'e 4.9: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed eff'ects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl· Simulated data with using simulation factors )/ E = 2.0,
CE = 0.5 and IIfR = 13.
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Figme 4.10: Simulated and mean estimated proportion matme vs yeal Column l'
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year efl'ects (AR
VEl· Simulated data with year efl'ects generated using simulation factors Y E = 2.0,
C E = 1.5 and J\1 R = 1.3.
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4.11: Histograms of the estimated fixed intercept. Simulated data wprp. gpn-
using simulation factors CE=O.5 and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is listed
ill the right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
generate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR 'olE lIIodel
estimates.
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Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
gene:ratethe ,data_ First column: AR model estimates_ Second column: AR YE model
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Figme 4.13: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. Simulated data were genpmtpc!
using simulation factors, CE=O.5 and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is listed in the
right Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
a.te the First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AH YE model
estimates
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Fign]'(~ 4.14: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. Simulated c1ata wpre generatpd
using simulation factors CE=1.5 and lVIR=1.3. The YE factor used is listed in the
right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR. YE model
estimates.
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Figlll'r. 4.15: Simlllatr.o ann mr.an r.stimateo rilnoom intr.rcr.pt vs cohorts. Sirnlllatr.d
data were generated using simulation factors CE-O.5 and :vIR-1.3. The YE factol
used is listed in the right Column 1: Random intercept estimated using the
alltorr.gressive (AR) mixed model. Coillmn 2: Random intf'rcr.pt estimated
Ilsing the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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4.]6: Sinllllated and mean estimated random intercept vs c:ohOlts. SinllI1atpcl
were generated using simulation factors CE-1.5 and MR-1.3. The YE factor
u~ed i~ Ii~ted in the right margin. Column 1: Random intercept e~timated u~ing the
antorpgressive (AR) mixed effects model. Column 2· Random interc(-'pt (-'stirnatpd
using the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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Fig1ll'~ 4.] 7' Simulat~e! ane! m~an ~st.imat.~e! rane!om slop~ vs r,ohort.s. Simulat.ed
data were generated using simulation factors CE-O.5 and YfR-1.3. The YE factor
used is listed in the right Column ]: Random slope estimated using the'
autoregressiv~ (AR) mixed modeL Column 2: Random slopE' ~stimatE'e! using
thE' AR model with year effects (AR VEl.
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Figure 4.18: Simulatf'o ano mf'lm f'stimatf'o ranoom slopf' vs cohorts. Simula.tf'o
data were generated using simulation factors CE-L5 and ;vIR-L3. The YE facto!
u~ed i~ li~ted in the right margin. Column 1: Random ~lope e~timated u~ing the
autoregressive (AR) mixed effects modf'1. Column 2: Random slope f'stimateousing
the AR Illodel with year eflects (AR YE).
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Figure 4.19: Simulated and mean estimated year effects vs years. Simulated data
lIsing simulation factor MR=1.3. The CE ilud YE factors lisen are
the top and right margins respectively.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
To investigate if the use of mixed models could improve maturity estimates and fore-
cast accuracies in Atlantic cod stocks, Dowden (2007) applied three models to the 3Ps
cod maturity data. A generalized linear model called the fixed effects (FE) model,
and two generalized linear mixed models- an autoregressive (AR) mixed effects rnodel
and a AR mixed effects model with random year effects (AR VEl. Dowden's results
showed that the mixed effects models are more appropriate choice for modeling matu-
rities in Atlantic cod stocks with the AR YE model improving maturity estimates and
forecast accuracies the most. All the models had similar estimated proportions ma-
tme, which are close to the actual proportions, however the AR YE model estimated
proportions changed more smoothly than the other models when the year effects were
treated as a nuisance parameter. The estimated (Joe, (J1c, MR and 11 50 where also
smoother over time for the AR YE model. The retrospective analysis showed that
all the models have problems with accuracy in forecasting maturities for sonic years
and have some large retrospective errors. However the AR YE model where the year
effects are treated as a nuisance parameter had the best retrospective results, with the
proportions mature varying less than the other models and with smaller retrospective
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Dased on the observed maturities and the X2 residuals of thc 3Ps cod data, there
appeared to be some potential year effects in the data. Investigating the source of
these potential year eA·ects are beyond the scope of this practicum. Choosing the
most appropriate mixed model to fit the cod maturity data depends on whether 01
not these potential year effects are real. The AR model is more appropriate whE'n no
year eAects are present in the data, while the AR YE model is more appropriatE' if
year effects are present. To investigate whether the AR. or the AR YE model is more
appropriatc for modeling maturities when it is unknown if ycar eA·ccts arc present in
the data, a simulation study was conducted. Maturity datasets were generated using
the 3Ps cod data parameter estimates of the AR and AR. YE models and using threc
simulation factors, a cohort effect (CE) factor, maturity range (MR.) factor and a year
effect (YE) factor. Csing three diAerent levels of these simulation factors providcs a
range of contrast between cohorts, active ranges and the sizes of thr yf'ar effects. Doth
the AR. and AR. YE models were applied to the simulated data.
From the results of the simulation study, the AR. YE model appeared to be more
appropriate than the AR. model to fit data when the presences of year eA·ects are
unknown. Based on the Al\OVA tables of the absolute bias and relative efficiency,
MR. was not a significant factor and was dropped. Comparing the absolute bias of
the models averaged over MR. and years showed that for a given age and level of CE,
the bias for both models were very similar and close to 0 when 110 year eA·ects were
present. \t\Then year eA·ects are present, the AR. YE model's absolute bias is smalle!
than the AR. model's for each given age and level of CE and YEo As the year effects
increased, the absolute bias of the AR. model increased while the AR. YE model's bias
had little change.
The relative efficiency also averaged over MR. and years showcd that thE' AR YE
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model is either as efficient or more efficient than the AR model depending on the
year efrects, When year effects are not present, there is very little difrerence in the
efficiency of the models, with the AR model only very slightly more efficient then the
AR YE model. With the presence of year eflects, the AR YE model becomes more
efficient than the AR model for all ages and levels of CE, As the year effects increases,
the AR YE model becomes even more efficient than the AR model. This shows there
is little risk in using the AR YE model. The performance of the AR YE model all
Atlantic cod maturity data is very similar to the AR model when no year efleets are
present, and more accurate and efficient when they are present,
The AR YE model maturity estimates are similar or more accurate than the Ali
model's depending on the level ofyearefl'ects, ''''hen there were no year effE'cts present
in the simulated data, the results of the AR YE model were very similar to the Ali
model results, With year efl'ects in the data, the AR YE model fit better than the AR
model. ''''hen the year effects were small or not present, the AR model's estimated
maturities are close to the simulated population values, As the year efl'ects increased,
the AR model's estimated maturities became less accurate with the average absolutE'
bias and the RMSE increasing as the year eflects increased, ThE' AR YE model's
estimated maturities remained close to the simulated population values for all lE'vels
of year efl'ects with only slight increases in the RMSE as the year cfrects increased,
Comparing the AIl, YE model's estimated year efl'eets with the simulated values
showed that the estimates are most accurate when year efl"ects are low, ''''hen no
year efl'ects were present, the estimated year efl'ects were close to zero with very small
average absolute bias and Il,lVISE, ''''hen year efl'ects were present, the estimated year
efreets were closest to the simulated population values for the medium level of year
efl'ects (YE~1), As the year efl"ects increased the estimates became less aeematE' with
the average absolute bias and Il,MSE increasing,
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The fixed and random effects estimates of the AR and AR YE model were also
compared at each level of YEo Histograms of the fixed intercept and fixed slope esti-
mates showed that when no year effects were present, the estimates of the AR and AR
YE model were very similar and close to the simulated vahles. I30th models tend to
overestimate the fixed intercept and underestimate the fixed slope when year effects
were present. The AR. YE model estimates for both fixed effects were closer to the
simulated values than the AR model estimates. As the year effects increased, the ac-
curacy of the AR model estimates worsened with both the bias and RMSE increasing.
There was little change in the accuracy of the AR. YE estimates, with the bias alld
R.MSE increasing slightly.
Comparing the random effects estimates of both models with the simulated values
showed that when no year effects were present or year effects were low, the random
intercept and random slope estimates of the AR. and AR. YE model were very similar.
\!\Then year effects are present, the AR YE model estimates are closer to the simulated
values than the AR estimates. As the year effects increased, the accuracy of the
AR model estimates worsened with the average absolute bias and RMSE increasing
with YE. The accuracy of the AR. YE model estimates changed very little as YE
increased, with the average absolute bias and RMSE of the random intercept estimates
decreasing slightly and the random slope estimates absolute bias and RMSE increasing
slightly.
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Appendix A
Figures from the Simulation Study
A.I Simulated and mean estimated proportion ma-
t ure vs year figures
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Figlll'~ A.J: Simulated and ITIfean ~stimated proportion matun~ vs year. Column J:
Proportions mature estimated using the (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with no year effects generated using simulation factors CE = 0.5
and flJR= 1.0.
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Figure' A.2: Simulated and mean estimateo proportion mature vs year. Column 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl· Simulated data with no year effects generated using simulation factors (' E = 1.0
and J\1R = 1.0.
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Figur<: .1\.3: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs y(~ar. Column 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with (AR
VEl. Simulated data with CE = 1.5
and AIR = 1.0.
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Figllr~ A.4: Simulated and mean ~stimated proportion matur~ vs y~ar. Column 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed ef!"ects model.
Colullln 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with (AR
VE). Simulated data with no year effects generated using simulation C E = 0.5
and AiR = 1.3.
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Fig1ll'P A.5: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year Collllnn 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using AR model with (AR
VEl. Simulated data with no year efFects generated lIsing simulation C E = 1.0
and AJR= 1.3.
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Figun~ A.6: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year Column 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with (AR
YE). Simulated data with no year effects generated using simulation ('E = 1.5
and AiR = 1.3.
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Figmt' A.7: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs yea! Column l'
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR. model with year effects (AR.
VEl. Simulated data with no year efl"ects generated using simulation factors C E = 0.5
and !IlR= 1.6.
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FigllrP A.8: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Columu 1:
Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with (AR
VEl. Simulated data with no year effects generated using simulation C E = 1.0
and !IJR= 1.6.
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Figmr A.9: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column l'
Proportions mature estimated using the (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated AR model with (AR
VEl. Simulated data with no year effects generated using simulation C' E = 1.5
and /lJR= 1.6.
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Figurp A.I0: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR.) mixed efrects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR. model with year effects (AR.
VEl· Simulated data with year efrects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
CE = 0.5 and AiR = 1.0.
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Figme A.ll: Simulated and mean estimated proportion matme vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year efrccts (AR
YE). Simulated data with year efrects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
C E = 1.0 and M R = 1.0.
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Figllrp A.12: Simulatp.d and mean estimated proportion matllrp. vs year. Colmnll
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl· Simulated data with year effects generated using simlllation factors Y E = 0.5,
CE = 1.5 and fIIlH = 1.0.
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Figmp A.13: Simulated and mean estimated proportion matme vs year. Colulllu
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Colurnn 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year efleets (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year eft"eets generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
C E = 05 and !Ii R = 1.3.
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Figlll'P A.14: Simulated and mean r.stimated proportion mature vs yeilr. . Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
YE). Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
C E = 10 and JI.J R = 13.
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Figllrf' A.15: Siml.J1atled and mean estimated proportion maturf' vs yf'ilr. Coilimn
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year efl"ects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year efl"ects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
CE = 1.5 and Ai R = 13.
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Figmf' A.16: Simulated and mean estima.ted proportion mature vs year. Columu
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year efrects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
CE = 0.5 and JI1R = 1.6.
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Figlll'e A.l?: Simulated and mean estimated proportion matlll'e vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
C E = 10 and .Ai R = 16.
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Figure A.18: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. COIIIUIII
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 0.5,
CE = 1.5 and AiR = 1.6.
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Figurf' A.19: Simllla.tp,d and mP,iUl f'stimated proportion mature vs yp,ar. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects mode\.
Column 2: Proportions ma.ture estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
YE). Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors )1 £ = 1.0,
C£=0.5 and AJR= 1.0.
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Figllr~ A.20: Simlllat~d and m~,Ul estimated proportion mature vs y~ar. Col lIT 11 11
1: Proportions mature estimated the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors }/ E = 1.0,
CE = 1.0 and /Il R = 1.0.
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Figure A.21: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with (AR
YE). Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation Y E = 1.0,
CE = 1.5 and M R = 1.0.
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Figure A.22: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors )/ E = 1.0,
CE = 0.5 and AiR = 1.3.
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Figme A.23: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects lllodf'1.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year efrects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 1.0,
C E = 1.0 and 111 H = 1.3.
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Figllre A.24: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Colllllln
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 1.0,
C E = 1.5 and AiR = 1.3.
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Figurp. A.25: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
YE). Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 1.0,
CE = 05 and /I1R = 1.6.
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Figme A.26: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs yp.ar. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 1.0,
C E = 1.0 and f\1 R = 1.6.
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Fig1lJ'f' A.27: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year efrects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 1.0,
C' E = 1.5 and M R = 1.6.
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Fig11l'p. A.28: Simulated and mean estimated proportion matme vs YP;o]I'. CollllT1ll
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 2.0,
CE = 0.5 and MR = 1.0.
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Figlll'f' A.29: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs ypar. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated (AR) mixed effects IllOdpl.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated AR model with year effects (AR
Simulated data with using simulation factors )/ E = 2.0,
1:0 and 1I1R = 1:0.
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Figllrf' A.30: Simulated and mean estimated proportion matme vs Yf'ar. Colllll1n
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed efIects mode!.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year efIects generated using simulation factors Y E = 2.0,
CE = 15 and Ai R = 10.
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Figure A.31: Simulated ann mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR.) mixed effects rnodel
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR. model with (AR.
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation VE = 2.0,
CE = 0.5 and AiR = 1.3.
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Figllrp A.32: Simulaterl and mean estimated proportion mature vs ypar. Coilimll
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects modp!.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data. with year using simulation factors VE = 2.0,
(' E = 1:0 a.nd f\f R = 13.
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Figur~ A.33: Simulated and mean estilTlat~d proportion matllr~ vs y~ar. Col 11111 n
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year efl"ects generated using simulation factors Y E = 2.0,
CE = 1.5 and 11111 = 1.3.
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Fig1ll'E' A.34: Sirnulatwl and mean estimated proportion mat1ll'e vs yeaI'. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects rnode!.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated da.ta with year effects generated using simulation factors Y E = 2.0,
CE = 05 and !Ii R = 16.
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Fig1ll'e A.35: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mat1ll'e vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated using the AR model with (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year effects generated using simulation Y E = 2.0,
C E = 1.0 and 111 R = 1.6.
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Fig1ll'e A.36: Simulated and mean estimated proportion mature vs year. Column
1: Proportions mature estimated using the autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model.
Column 2: Proportions mature estimated the AR model with year effects (AR
VEl. Simulated data with year using simulation factors }/ E = 2.0,
C E = 1.5 and M R = 1.6.
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A.2 Histograms of the estimated fixed intercept
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A.37: Histograms of the estimated fixed intercept. Simulated data were gen-
using simulation factors CE=O.5 and MR=l.O. The YE factor used is listed
in the right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter IIsed to
generate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR. YE model
estirnates.
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A_38: Histograms of the estimated fixed Simlllatrd data werr grll-
simulation factors CE=l.O and MR=l.O. YE factor usrd is listed
Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
grmeratethe (jata. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
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A.39: Histograms of the estimated fixed Simulated data wcre gen-
using simulation factors CE 1.5 and MR=1.0. YE factor used is listed
in the right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
gpnerate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
cstimates.
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A.40: Histograms of the estimated fixed intr.rcept. Simulated data wprr grn-
using simulation factors CE=O.5 and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is listed
ill the right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
gr.nerate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates.
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FigllrP A.41: Histograms of the estimated fixed intercept. Simulaterl data wen' gen-
erated using simulation factors CE=l.O and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is listed
in the right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
generate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates.
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A.42: Histograms of the estimated fixed intercept. Simlllatf'd data wer(' gf'lI-
simulation factors CE=1.5 and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is listed
Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
genen1tethe ,data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE modf'1
estimates.
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A.43: Histograms of the estimated fixed Simulated data werr grn-
using simulation factors CE=O.5 and MR=1.6. YE factor used is listrd
in the right rnargirl. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
generate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR. YE modrl
estimates.
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A.44: Histograms of the estimated fixed intercept. Simulated data Wf'rf' gf'n-
simulation factors CE=l.O and lVlR=1.6_ The YE factor used is listed
Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to
gene:ratethe ,data_ First column: AR model estimates_ Second cohml1l: AR YE model
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Figme A.45: Histograms of the estimated fixed Sinl1llatpd data wprE' gpn-
erated using simulation factors CE=1.5 and MR=1.6_ YE factor used is listed
in the right margin_ Vertical lines indicate the value of the true paramE'ter used to
generate the data. First column: AR model E'stimates_ Second column: AR YE model
estimates_
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A.3 Histograms of the estimated fixed slope
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Figm0 A.46: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. 0'"'U""I,"'" tI,,,,,,,,,,",,,: Kt·""·"C1.I,t'"
using simulation factors CE=O.5 and MR=l.O. The YE factor used is in the
right Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates.
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Fig1ll'E' A.47: Histograms of thE' estimated fixed slopE'. SimulatE'd data were genE'ratE'd
using simulation factors CE=1.0 and MR=l.O. The YE factor used is listed in the
right Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates.
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Fig1ll'e A.48: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. Simulated data wen' g(~nera.t('d
using simulation factors CE=1.5 and MR=l.O. The YE factor used is listed in the
right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR. YE model
estimates.
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Figlll'e A.49: Histograms of tIl{' estimated fixed slopf'. Simulated c1ata WPrf' gellPrntf'c!
using simulation factor CE=O.5 and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is listpd in the
right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter uspd to gcner-
atp the data. First column: AR model estimates. Spcond colmnu: AR YE model
pstimates.
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Fignrp A.50: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. Simulated data werp generatNI
using simulation factors CE=l.O and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is listed in the
right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates.
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Figure A.5]: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. ,,1111111".1,":1111,'1.1,". ''''''':It'' "":11":1<1.1,":11
using simulation factors CE=1.5 and MR=1.3. The YE factor used is in the
right margin. Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the data. First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates.
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Figurp A.52: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. Simulated data wen~ genpratpd
using simulation factors CE=O.5 and MR=1.6. The YE factor used is listed in the
right Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the First column: AR. model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates
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Figure A.53: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. Simulated data were generated
using simulation factors CE=l.O and MR=1.6. The YE factor used is listed in the
right Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR VE model
estimates.
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Figlll"t' A.54: Histograms of the estimated fixed slope. Simulated data were gellf~ratf'd
using simulation factors CE=1.5 and MR=1.6. The YE factor used is listed in the
right Vertical lines indicate the value of the true parameter used to gener-
ate the First column: AR model estimates. Second column: AR YE model
estimates.
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A.4 Simulated and mean estimated random inter-
cept vs cohorts figures
141
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Fig11l'P A.55: Simulat.eo ann mean est.imated random int.ercept. vs cohort.s. Simulated
data were generated using simulation factors CE-O.5 and ~ifR-l.O. The YE factol
used is listed in the right Culumn 1: Randum intercept estimated using the
(AR) mixpd model. Column 2: Random intercept estimatf'o
AR moclel with year effects (AR VEl.
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Figmp. A.56: SimlllatNl ano mp.an p.stimateo ranoom intp.rcrpt vs cohorts. Simlliatro
data were using simulation factors CE-l.O and ~i[R-l.O. The YE factor
used is in the right margin. Column 1: Random intercept estimated using thl'
allton~gressive (AR) mixed effects model. Column 2· Random intercept E'stimateci
using the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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Figlll"f' A.57: Simulated and mean estimated rilndom intercept vs cohorts. Simulated
data were using simulation factors CE-1.5 and ;VIR-l.O. The YE factor
u~ed i~ in the right margin. Column 1: Random intercept e~timated u~ing the
autoregrressive (AR) mixed effects model. Column 2 Random intercrept estimated
using the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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Figurp A.58: Sin'l1llatprl anrl mPil.n pstima.tNl ranrlom intf~rc'f'rt vs mhort.s. Sirnlllatprl
data were generated using simulation factors CE-O.5 and :vlR-1.3. The YE facto!
u~ed i~ li~ted in the right margin. Column 1: Random intercept e~timated u~ing the
a.utorpgressive (AR) mixed effects moclpl. Column 2: Random intercept E'stimatprl
using the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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A.59: Simulat.po ann mr.an pst.irnat.r.o ranoom int.r.rcppt. vs rohort.s. Simulat.r.o
using simulation fact.ors CE-l.O and \ilR~1.3. The YE factor
used is in the right margin. Culumn 1: Randum intercept estimated lIsing the
autoregressive (AR) mixed efFects model. Column 2: Random intr.rcept pstirnat.ed
using t.he AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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Figul'f~ A.50: Simulatp.o ano mp.an p.stima.tp.d ranoom intp.rcrpt vs cohorts. Sirnulatro
data were generated using simulation factors CE~1.5 and MR-1.3. The YE rae-to!
used is listed in the right margin. Column 1: Random intercept estimated using the
autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model. Column 2: Random intercept estimated
using the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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Fignn~ A.61: SimnJat.w! ann mran rst.imat.rd random int.rrc:ppt. vs cohort.s. Simnlat.pd
data were generated using simulation factors CE-O.5 and ~I[R-1.6. The YE factor
used is listed in the right Column 1: Random intercept estimated using the
(AR) mixed model. Column 2: Random intercept pstimatC'd
AR model with year effects (AR VEl.
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Figul'(~ A.62: Simulated and mean estimated random intercrpt vs cohorts. Simula.trd
data were generated using simulation factors CE-l.O and ~i[R-1.6. The YE factor
used is listed in the right Column 1: Random intercept estimated using the
(AR) mixed model. Column 2: Random intercept estimated
AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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Fig1ll'P A.63: Simulat,prj and mpan pstimatpd random intprc:ppt vs mhorts. Sirnulatpd
data were generated using simulation factors CE-1.5 and ~;[R-1.6. The YE factor
used is listed in the right margin. Column 1: Random intercept estimated using tlw
autoregressive (AR) mixed efFects model. Column 2: Random iutercept estimated
using the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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A.5 Simulated and mean estimated random slope vs
cohorts figures
151
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Figlll"P' A.54: SimulatP,r! anr! mp,an p,stimatp,r! random slopp, vs cohorts. Silllulatf'r!
data were generated using simulation factors CE-O.5 and MR-l.O. The YE factO!
used is listed in the right Column 1: Random slope estimated using the
autoregressive (AR) mixed model. Column 2: Ra.ndom slopp, estimated using
the AR model with year effects (AR. YE).
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A.65: Simnlatp,rl and mp,an p,stimatf'd ranrlom slopp, vs cohorts. Simnlatp,d
were generated using simulation factors CE-l.O and ::vlR-l.O. The YE factor
used is listed in the right margin. Column 1: Random slop!:' estimated using the
antorp,gressive (AR) mixed eff·p,cts modp,l. Colnmn 2: Random slopp, p,stimaterl nsing
the AR model with year eff·ects (AR VEl.
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Figlll"e A.66: Sirnulatee! ane! mean estimatee! rane!om slope vs cohorts. Simulatpe!
data were generated using simulation factors CE 1.5 and MR-1.0. The YE factor
u~ed i~ li~ted in the right Column 1: Random ~lope e~timated u~ing the
autoregressive (AR) mixed model. Column 2: Hannam slope estimaten using
the AR model with year effects (AR VEl.
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Figmp, A.57: Simulatp,o ann mp,an p,stimatp,o ranoom slopp, vs cohorts. Simula,tp,(1
data were using simulation factors CE~O.5 and :\1R-1.3. The YE factor
used is in the right Culumn 1: Randum slupe estimated using the
autoregressive (AR) mixed model. Column 2: Ranoom slope estimatpousing
the AR model with year effects (AR YE)
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Figmr. A.68: Simlllatr.d ami mr.an r.stimatf'd random slopr. vs cohorts. Sirnlllatr.d
data were generated using simulation factors CE-l.O and ~i[R-1.3. The YE facto!
used is listed in the right Column 1: Random slope estimated tht·
allton~gressive (AR) mixed model. Column 2: Random slope IIsing
thp AR model with year effects (AR. YE).
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Figlll'e A.69: Simnlateo ano mean estimateo ranoom slope vs cohorts. Simnlatpo
data were generated using simulation factors CE-1.5 and MR-1.3. The YE factor
used is listed in the right Column 1: Random slope estimated using the
autoregressive (AR) mixed model. Column 2: Random slope estimateonsing
the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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A.70: Simulitt.eo ami mean est.imat.f'o ranoom slope vs cohort.s. Sinmlat.eo
were generated using simulation factors CE-O.5 and :vIR~1.6. The YE facto!
used is listed in the right margin. Column 1: Random slope estimated using t.he
antoregressive (AR) mixed effects model. Columll 2: Random slope estilllateo using
the AR model with year effects (AR VEl·
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A.71: Simulat.r,e1 anel mean r,st.imat.r,c1 ranelom slope vs cohort.s. SimuJaJ,eel
were generated using simulation fact.ors CE-l.O and MR-1.6. The YE facto!
Ilsed is listed in the right margin. Column 1: Random slope estimated using tlll~
autoregressive (AR) mixed efl'r,cts model. Column 2: Random slope estimateelusing
the AR model with year effects (AR YE).
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Figurp A.72: Simulatprl and mpan pstimatprl ranrlom slopp vs rohorts. Silllulal.prl
data were generated using simulation factors CE-1.5 and :'vIR-1.6. The YE factor
used is listed in the right margin. Culumn 1: Randum slupe estimated using the
autoregressive (AR) mixed effects model. Column 2: Ramlom slope pstimated using
the AR model with year effects (AR YE)
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A.6 Simulated and mean estimated year effects vs
years figures
161
Year
Figure A.73: Simulated and mean e~timated year effect~ v~ year~. Simulated data
wp.rp gp.nerated using simulation factor MR=l.O The CE and YE factors Ilsrd are
listed in the top and right margins respectively.
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Figure A.74: Simulated and mean e~timated year effect~ v~ year~. Simulated
werr generated simulation factor MR=] .3. The CE and YE factors
liswcl in the top right margins respectively.
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Figure A.75: Simulated and mean estimated year effects vs years. Simulated data
\Ising simulation factor MR=1.6. The CE and YE factors used are
the top and right margins respectively.
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